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The Mauritius horse racing industry has lost one of its
greatest trainer, Mr Rousset was loved by all, especially
the horses which he loved more than people and made
his outstanding career as a trainer. His commitment to
the “Sport of Kings” entitled him with 9 titles (1987, 2009,
2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2018 et 2020). Gilbert
Rousset had a long and rich career at the Champ-de-Mars
with the most wins 928 which is unseating to this day. We
wish to share our deepest condolence to all family,
friends, his stable colleagues and members, RIP Gilbert. 
 You will forever be remembered. GR stable  will not
participate in this weekend races and have removed all
their horses. The PTP's in a press release Thursday
confirmed that there will be a huge poster with placing of
flowers followed by a minute of silence do the honours for
this great man and trainer. 

Last Saturday “Mr Classic” snatched up his 8th Duchess
Cup with the magnificent Royal Wulff who is the Winner of
The Indian Oil Duchess Of York Cup 2022. Royal Wulff is 
 the new leader horse on the Championship Horse and
Gujadhur takes the lead for the Stables Championship
with 4 wins. This weekend we will experience the first
weekend races organised by the PTP's team, we will see
the cracks of Mauritius and Emblem of Hope the record
holder of 990m. An exciting weekend  ahead. I invite you
to take part in our Tipster's competition, simply sign up
online to our annual package and send us your selection
of 8 horses each saturday before 12. Dilen07 is the leader
with 18pts, followed by Annabelle31 and Hillbrow both on
17 pts. Congrats and good luck to all.  

FAREWELL 
MR. GILBERT ROUSSET
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Trainer Gilbert Rousset died in the early hours of
Wednesday following a long illness. He was 74 years
old. Gilbert Rousset had a long and rich career at the
Champ De Mars. He has the most wins (928). He has
also won the best trainers title on nine occasions
(1987, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2018 and
2020). On behalf of MHR team we send our deepest
condolences to all the family, members and friends,
may he now Rest In Peace.

Local News 
Trainers - Jockeys - Horses - Organisers 

Mr Classic wins his 8th Duchess Cup 
He is best  known as "Soon" and "Mr
Classic" who snatched his 8th win in The
Duchess Of York Cup with Royal Wulff last
Saturday at the Champ De Mars
racecourse. Not just that, his stable
managed to win 3 other races, his first win
was Citadel in the 4th race, Thomas Henry
in the 5th and Grand Vision in the 8th
race, which puts him on the top of the
leadership for the Trainer's Championship.
The oldest stable of the island is well
armed to win this grand title.  

 Jockey Anthony Andrews is back
He will now defend  the colors of P.Merven.
Here he is on Casanova King. Career - Wins.
164. (. 5. %) ; Places. 490. (. 19. %) Starts. 3,426.
We invite you to consult his career and strike
rate on
https://www.racingandsports.com/thoroughbre
d/jockey/anthony-andrews/18170  
 

https://www.racingandsports.com/thoroughbred/jockey/anthony-andrews/18170


M.Platini in action

Platini will be on his first visit. This Brazilian
rider was approached by Preetam Daby for the
2022 season. A request from the trainer to this
effect with the Horse Racing Division (HRD) was
approved. In his thirties, Platini joined the
Garden City Jockey Training School and at the
age of 19, that he made his racing debut with a
courier called Adeus Amigo. To date, he has
more than 300 victories, he  rode and practiced
in Sweden and Norway after leaving Brazil.

Local News 
Trainers - Jockeys - Horses - Organisers 

Grand Vision was distressed

Grand Vision, winner of the last race, was
distressed after his win.
Numberninetynine bled from both
nostrils. Thus, he has been suspended for
30 days. Bon Viveur, who started his
Mauritian campain, was not striding out
properly after the race. Marrakech, with
whom his jockey did not persevere with,
will need to pass a barrier trial to the
satisfaction of the Racing Stewards before
being allowed to run again. Al Jazeera, a
Samraj Mahadia trained horse was
coughing after the race.Four horses have retired

Eight Cities (Allet stable), Bergerac (Sewdyal stable), Double Blue and Prince Of
Persia (Gujadhur stable) have been retired. If Double Blue and Bergerac have
never been able to show abilities here in the Champ de Mars, Eight Cities and
Prince Of Persia won four and two times respectively.



International News 
Piere Strydom returns after 15 months

Multiple champion record-breaking jockey
Piere "Striker" Strydom is set to partner
Justin Snaith’s 2020 winner Belgarion in
the 126th renewal of the R5 million Gr1
Hollywoodbets Durban July on the first
Saturday of July at Hollywoodbets
Greyville racecourse.

The Port Elizabeth-born rider, who turned 56
this past week, has not ridden since 8 April 2021,
when a semi-detached retina led to medical
advice to stop race riding. He has won every
major race countrywide, and had been a popular
much-loved sometimes hated crowd favourite in
Gauteng since 1988, when he arrived in
Johannesburg from his home town of Port
Elizabeth, following the completion of his
apprenticeship in 1985. The bottom line is that
outspoken champion personalities like Piere
Strydom, who call a saddle a saddle, are a dying
breed in an age where the new generation rely
mostly on paid social media specialists to create
their characters. After Jonathan Snaith had
confirmed the ride on Belgarion, Piere indicated
to us that he is due to start riding work at
Randjesfontein on Tuesday, and will accept rides
for Sunday 19 June at Turffontein. "It has been a
long road to recovery, but I have been in good
hands. I have avoided operations and went the
natural healing route on the excellent advice of
an Opthalmologist friend,” Piere told the
Sporting Post on Sunday. Asked why he was
making a comeback at his relatively advanced
age, Piere said that he had some "unfinished
business". 

“I have naturally put on a small
amount of weight, but have
kept fit with gym work and
spinning. I know from past
returns from a break that a
few weeks is sufficient to get
myself race-riding fit. It’s quite
exciting and I am looking
forward to the challenge,” he
added, while confirming that
he was very happy to be riding
a horse of Belgarion’s calibre.
“The Snaiths know what it
takes to win the Durban July,
and they have brought
Belgarion back slowly. I am
sure he will be cherry ripe on
the day.”

The 6yo son of Dynasty has
only had two runs since
running six lengths off
Kommetdieding in the 2021
Durban July. He wrapped up
his prep with a flying second
behind Piet Botha
hardknocker Rockin’ Ringo a
week ago in a 1500m Pinnacle
Stakes at Kenilworth.





Winner 
Royal Wulff - S.Rama
Gujadhur Stable
The IndianOil Duchess of York Cup 
1400M - Rating G2 

The IndianOil Duchess of York Cup 2022



Race 1 | Xanthus | P.Merven StableRace 1 | Xanthus | P.Merven Stable  Race 2 | Cartel Boss | P.Merven StableRace 2 | Cartel Boss | P.Merven Stable

Race 3 | Million Dollar Man | S.Mahadia StableRace 3 | Million Dollar Man | S.Mahadia Stable Race 4 | Citadel | Gujadhur StableRace 4 | Citadel | Gujadhur Stable

Race 5 | Thomas Henry | Gujadhur StableRace 5 | Thomas Henry | Gujadhur Stable Race 6 | Royal Wulff | Gujadhur StableRace 6 | Royal Wulff | Gujadhur Stable

Race 7 | Spry | R.Maingard StableRace 7 | Spry | R.Maingard Stable Race 8 | Grand Vision | Gujadhur StableRace 8 | Grand Vision | Gujadhur Stable  

Through RC7 Lenses | 2nd Meeting | Winners 



Ramapatee Gujadhur has done it once again. He stood out for the 24thin a
classic race, including the 8thin the Duchess Of York Cup which was sponsored
by Indian Oil with Royal Wulff. It was during the 2nd day that the trainer of the
electric blue silk lined up his first starters and he didn't make a fuss because he
signaled himself with a brilliant quadruple. Swapneel Rama, meanwhile, has
offered himself his third Duchess after Hector (2004) and Ready To Attack
(2017). “We feel good to have won four races. We were quite confident for the
big race, although the fitness of all three horses was a question mark. Royal
Wulff was heavily handicapped at 62kg and we were pleasantly surprised with
his turn of foot. He seems to be a good horse. As for the future, we will have to
see as the fixtures will play a deciding factor. Most probably he will be
competing in the big races.”
 
It was during the 4th race that Ecurie Gujadhur started its festival with Citadel
before continuing with Thomas Henry and Royal Wulff. Then, he ended the day
in style with Grand Vision in the closing race. He tells us about his winners. “The
wins of Citadel and Grand Vision are down to Sunil Bussunt, who rides most of
my horses in training. I must say a big well done to him. They were two
excellent rides, considering the distance for both horses were not ideal. I
expect them to do better over further ground. As for Thomas Henry, I wish to
congratulate Ianish Taka, because it was a treat to see him riding the horse out
in the straight. Hopefully he keeps his feet on the ground and he can have a
bright future here.” At first, we thought we would see a new jockey evolve in
Mauritius in the person of Peter Knuckey. However, this was not the case, the
jockey having returned to his country. The coach tells us more. “I don't know
how many meetings we will be racing. He asked me to send back his gears
which he left behind when he went back to Australia. I am not sure that it is
worthwhile for the Stable to bring him back, but we will see how things evolve.”
 
To conclude, Ramapatee Gujadhur will say: “I dedicate all four wins to the fans.
There are many of them! The Stable is still here for the time being, but all will
depend on the MTC and their situation.”

Royal Wulff
“He seems to be a good horse”



Royal
Wulff

Winner The IndianOil
Duchess of York Cup 

1400M - Rating G2
Jockey - S.Rama

Gujadhur Stable 



Dividends Saturday 11th June 2022 

https://supertote.mu/racing/11-jun-2022




THE
BETTING GUIDE

18-06-2022 
OUTSIDERS

He finds himself in a very good shape
for Saturday. With a very good draw in
the gates he is surely to make the frame

RACE 1 - INTOTHEMYSTIC

In a 0-25 his candidature cannot be
ignored at all. Has been running in
better company since in Mauritius. If he
is fit enough he can easily win here

RACE 3 - POWER TOWER 

He is in the form of his life. His
trackworks and time factors have been
phenomenal. The bad draw a concern
but he cannot be ignored. Good chance 

RACE 4 - WATCH ME DAD  

BETS OF THE DAY

BANKERS

He seems to have enjoyed the
offseason quite well. It is
downgraded in this field. It should
win here 

RACE 6 - FROSTED GOLD 

His trainer took a lot of care with
him. He was carefully prepared.
He may never be caught if he runs
alone in the lead

RACE 7 - MAURITIUS 

He destroyed the opposition last
season. And looks like he can give
the same replica to his opponents 

RACE 4 - EMBLEM OF HOPE 

TOP WIN
TOP PLACE
PLACE ACC
PICK 4
PICK 6
PICK 8

MAURITIUS 
EMBLEM OF HOPE

4/5/4/5/5/1
4/4-5/5/1-7-8

1-5-7/4/4-5/5/1-7-8
1-4-5/4/1-5-7/4/4-5/5/1-7-8



NEW ABBEY

HONOLKALANI 

XENON

EMBLEM OF HOPE

FREEDOM OF SPEECH

COLOUR OF MY FATE 

MAURITIUS

COURTROOM MAGIC 

EMBLEM OF HOPE

MAURITIUS

DESERT BOY 

NEW ABBEY

HONOLKALANI 

SUPREME ORATOR

EMBLEM OF HOPE

GANG LEADER 

FROSTED GOLD 

COUP FOR LUTE 

COURTROOM MAGIC 

FROSTED GOLD 

SUPREME ORATOR

WINTER GUARD

INTOTHEMYSTIC 

HONOLKALANI 

XENON 

AL AASY 

GANG LEADER 

COLOUR OF MY FATE

MAURITIUS 

COURTROOM MAGIC 

HONOKALANI 

AL AASY

GANG LEADER

RACE 1

RACE 2

RACE 3

RACE 4

RACE 5

RACE 6

RACE 7

RACE 8

TOP WIN

TOP PLACE

LONGSHOT



RACE:
BENCH:

THE 'LAKAZ RAVANN' TROPHY  

990 MTS 0-20 

1
12:30 DISTANCE:



 

New Abbey-Intothemystic-Badawee

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

New Abbey: Has been working well for his 2022 start. The
sharp sprint will suit her and can win in this average field.
Intothemystic: He finds himself in a very good shape for
Saturday. With a very good draw in the gates he is surely
to make the frame. 
Badawee: Has been very decent in his morning exercise
for the past weeks. He may have lost his gate speed but
we shall not ignore his chances in this 0-20.

Your
ad

here

PREVIEW

SELECTION

Notes

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE BIEN ETRE SOCIAL RESIDENCE SIR G. DUVAL 

1365 MTS 0-26 

2
13:05 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



 

 
Honokalani-High Voltage-Pin Drop

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

Your
ad

here

PREVIEW
Honokalani: May find himself too good for this field. His
last SA race was in a G1 where he was beaten by Good
Traveller who has a MR of 116. Even if he is not top fit he
should win easily. Not a 0-26 horse. High Voltage: Has
been quite disappointing last season despite his trainer
was very hopeful.Looks like the break was very good for
him. Looks on the up in the morning. Must be watched for
2022. Pin Drop: Changed stable and is fit for Saturday. He
sometimes pulls a lot but his good draw may help him. 

SELECTION

Notes

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE ASK YOU TROPHY 

1450 MTS 0-25

3
13:40 DISTANCE:



 

Xenon-Gonetravelin-Power Tower

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Xenon: Honest performer who is yet to break the glass
here. In a very good shape to attack his 2022 start.With the
good draw he will be in the hunt.
Gonetravellin: Has been working decently for the last
couple of week and with draw 1 he may lead or follow
closely. Will make the frame surely.
Power Tower: In a 0-25 his candidature cannot be ignored
at all.Has been running in better company since in
Mauritius. If he is fit enough he can easily win this race.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE SMS.MU TROPHY 

1365 MTS B 46

4
14:15 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



 

Emblem Of Hope-Al Aasy-Watch Me Dad

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Emblem Of Hope: This genuine performer has not
nothing bad in his first season. Has been working nicely to
kickstart his 2022 season. Drawn 1 and should hit the
front. The horse to beat. Al Aasy: Definitely a horse to
watch this season. The break helped him a lot to adapt to
his new environment.On his SA form he is definitely the
best here. Favorite main danger. Watch Me Dad: Is in the
form of his life. His trackworks and time factors have been
phenomenal.The bad draw a concern but he cannot be
ignored.

SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD

Your
ad

here



RACE:
BENCH:

THE FOOTY MAGAZINE TROPHY 

1450 MTS B 41

5
14:50 DISTANCE:



Gang Leader: Eye catching run behind Remus on his first outing.
Found himself in a no pace race and finished well. With the draw 3 in
the gates we expect a very good run from him on Saturday. May cause
an upset here. Stageworld: Convincing win last time out. His first run
did help him condition wise and he is in very good shape. The only
concern is the bad draw. Else he will be in the hunt. Freedom of
Speech: There was some positive hint on his chances last week. Was
quite rogue in the gates and had to be withdrawn. His form is very
good and with a very good draw this time his chances are obvious.
 

Gang Leader-Stageworld-Freedom Of
Speech

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW

SELECTION



RACE:
BENCH:

THE PEOPLE'S TURF PLC - 1ST SEASON CUP

1400 MTS  ABT

6
15:25 DISTANCE:



Colour My Fate-Frosted Gold-Triple Fate Line

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Colour My Fate:
Easy and Impressive on 990m on his last outing. He has improve a lot from
last season and look more mature now. Is the more rapid of the lot and if
he is not under pressure he will be very hard to catch. The horse to beat.
Frosted Gold:
Classy sort who won the Gold Cup last season. Has been working
generously for his first race and find himself in a good form. He is not 100%
for Saturday and the 62kg is a small concern. But merits all the respect on
his class.
Triple Fate Line:
Big satisfaction for his trainer last season. Has gone up in class now and
may find it a little harder here. But consistency and regularity are his
strength. With a good draw he cannot be ignored.

SELECTION

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE: 
BENCH:

THE OISEAU DU PARADIS TROPHY 

990 MTS B 31 

7
16:00 DISTANCE:



Mauritius-Candle Cove-Coup For Lute

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Mauritius: Is in a very good shape and is ready to start
his 2022 season with a win. The sharp sprint not an issue
and with a good draw his chances are very high here. Will
be difficult to beat. Candle Cove: A gelding we must have
a close eye for this season. His trainer has been very
careful with him during the break and he is in a really
good shape. The 990m may be a bit sharp for him but he
must not be ignored. Coup For Lute: Good end of
season for him and has been working generously for his
debut race. He can still improve on his condition. 

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD

5734 3341



RACE:
BENCH:

THE PEOPLE'S TURF PLC CONTRACTORS TROPHY  

1500 MTS B 36 

8
16:35 DISTANCE:



 
Courtroom Magic-Eurotec-Viking Trail

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS

PREVIEW
Courtroom Magic: Was very convincing last time out with
a great win. Bad draw again this time but he seems to be a
very good horse and can run close to the pace or even
lead. He is much better on condition and is the horse to
beat again. Eurotec: With the draw 1 and good condition
he cannot be ignored. He is a top place here. Viking Trail:
Badly needed the run last time out even he was in a very
good shape. He must not be taken lightly here and on
1500m he will be better. May cause an upset.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD











THE
BETTING GUIDE

19-06-2022 
OUTSIDERS

He has been carefully prepared and is
in good condition. With his good line,
he can win.

 

RACE 1 - ARNICA MONTANA 

He is a courier who has descended
several classes. He received a good
preparation and he can do well in this
race. 

RACE 4 - LICKERIO  

Very good debut race on Meeting 1.
Has gone up in condition and with a
good draw in the gates and a run
under the belt he is able to perform
well here.

RACE 5 - JAMES PETER   

BETS OF THE DAY

BANKERS

A genuine horse comes back 
 with one race we had him for 
 the win last time. He can make
it this second time.  

RACE 8 - ABSOLUTIST

Four time winner last year. This
horse has shown great gate
speed and strength when he
can lead.  

RACE 4 - GORDONSTOUN 

He blew the favourite Go Jewell last
year and this is their rematch. We
belive he is a much stronger
sprinter and will do it again.

RACE 7 - BYE BYE ROCKET 

TOP WIN
TOP PLACE
PLACE ACC
PICK 4
PICK 6
PICK 8

BYE BYE ROCKET
GORDONSTOUN

2/2/5/2-7/6/3/10
2/2-3/5/2-7/6/3/1-10

2/2-3-4/5/2-7/6/3/1-10
1-4-5/2/2-3-4/5/2-7/6/3/1-10



AMAMDLA

 BIG SMOKE

RAIN MUST FALL

GORDONSTOUN

BENI DES DIEUX 

FOOLS GOLD 

BYE BYE ROCKET 

ABSOLUTIST 

GORDONSTOUN 

FOOLS GOLD 

THE JAZZ SINGER 

NIKHIL'S INN

M. MESSENGER

RAIN MUST FALL

BRANBAZIO

JAMES PETER

YOUR PACE OR MINE 

DONNAN

ABSOLUTIST

DONNAN

LICKERIO

JAMES PETER

NIKHIL'S INN

M. MESSENGER

RAIN MUST FALL

LICKERIO

JAMES PETER 

YOUR PACE OR MINE 

CAPITAIN GARETT 

ABSOLUTIST

NIKHIL'S INN

ABSOLUTIST

BENI DES DIEUX 

RACE 1

RACE 2

RACE 3

RACE 4

RACE 5

RACE 6

RACE 7

RACE 8

TOP WIN

TOP PLACE

LONGSHOT



RACE:
BENCH:

THE 'GENERAL FUTURE' TROPHY 

1500 MTS 0-26

1
12:30 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



 
Arnica Montana - NikhilsInn- Amanda

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Arnica Montana: He has been carefully prepared and is in
good condition. With his good line, he can win. 

Nikhils Inn: His first race did him a lot of good. He has
gained in condition and he has worked well. He will try the
end to end. 

Amandla: He was not unworthy last time. He seems to
have recovered well. If he manages to place himself, he
can finish well.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE 'VÉTÉRAN MONTÉS' TROPHY 

1365 MTS 0-15

2
13:05 DISTANCE:



 

Midnight Messenger - TheGypsyKing - Big Smoke

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS COMPUTERISED WINNING CHANCE

PREVIEW
Midnight Messenger: His first race did him a lot of good.
He will be blinkered again. He is the horse to beat.
 
The Gypsy King: He took full advantage of the break and
he applied himself to the gallops. He is a courier to be
taken seriously.
 
Big Smoke: His last season was not bad. His trainer gave
him a good preparation. Be careful because it runs very
fresh.
 SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE 'LOTUS DE VALLIJEE' TROPHY

1400 MTS 0-25 

3
13:40 DISTANCE:



 
Rain Must Fall-After The Order-Special Force  

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD

PREVIEW
Rain Must Fall: He concluded well on his last outing, but
he fell on stronger. He maintained a good condition. This
time may be the right one.
After The Order: He couldn't do anything against the
winner last time. He recovered well and he worked well.
He will be there.
Special Force: He was able to open his counter on his last
outing. He has not lost his good condition and he may
never be caught if he runs alone in front.
 

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here



RACE:
BENCH:

THE PEOPLETURFCLUB.COM TROPHY 

1365 MTS 0-36 

4
14:15 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



 
Brabanzio-Gordonstoun-Lickerio

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Brabanzio: He showed potential in his first season. His
trainer took good care of him. It can start on a good note.
 
Gordonstoun: He remains on four consecutive victories.
He did well in training. He will be there.
 
Lickerio: He is a courier who descended several classes.
He received a good preparation and he can do well in this
race. 
 

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE 1:
BENCH:

THE 'CIVIC ACTION TEAM REP. OF MUR' TROPHY

1450 MTS B 31

5
14:50 DISTANCE:



 

James Peter-Beni Des Dieux-The Jazz Singer

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
James Peter: Very good debut race on Meeting 1. Has
gone up in condition and with a good draw in the gates
and a run under the belt he is able to perform well here.
Beni Des Dieux: Has a lot of work outs in the legs for
Sunday. A horse with some ability. He seems more mature
this season and a big run is expected from him.
The Jazz Singer: Not the fittest of the race but the good
draw and the field give him a decent chance here. In the
placings for sure.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE PEOPLE'S TURF PLC - MEDIA TEAM CUP

1600 MTS B 66

6
15:25 DISTANCE:

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



 

Your Pace Or Mine-Spring Man-Red Mars

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Your Pace Or Mine: One of the fittest horse of his stable
for this start of the season. His work outs have been
breathtaking and his form is outstanding. With the plumb
draw he can lead or follow closely. Spring Man: Finds
himself in great shape at trackwork and has been working
well for this race. Decent performer who gives his best.In
the top 3 here. Red Mars: Has been prepared with care by
his trainer for his first 2022 race.He may find the field a bit
strong but his form and good draw may help him perform
well. Place chance.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE PEOPLE'S TURF TROPHY

990 MTS B 41

7
16:00 DISTANCE:



 
Captain Garett-Go Jewell-Bye Bye Rocket

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

PREVIEW
Captain Garett: Not a bad run on 1365m behind Remus
on Meeting 1. The 990m will suit him a lot and despite the
bad draw with one run under the belt he is able to win this
race. Go Jewell: Has been working decently for his 2022
start. May not be in top condition but his good draw and
strong pace in the race will suit him a lot. Cannot be
ignored if ready. Bye Bye Rocket: Is to fit for
Sunday.Horse with some fetlock issue but with lot ability.
He runs very well fresh and he must be followed closely on
Sunday.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD



RACE:
BENCH:

THE EN PISTE LIVE BROADCAST TROPHY 

1500 MTS B 51

8
16:35 DISTANCE:



 
Absolutist-Lunafacation-Ideal Secret

PREVIEW

SPEED MAP: POSITION AFTER 200MTS  

Absolutist: His morning work out this week was just
outstanding. His very good draw and on 1500m is
definitely better for him. He will follow more close to the
pace and with only 57kg he is the horse to beat here.
Lunafacation: This genuine galloper has been working
generously for his 2022 start. A horse his trainer love at
the stable. He is ready for a good show up on Sunday.
Ideal Secret: With a good draw in the gates he is likely to
produce a good performance on Sunday. One for the
placings.

SELECTION

Notes

Your
ad

here

Formgrids and Analytical Tools are provided by Excellence Form Guide LTD











Training Shots
Floreal  

10 June 2022

What A What Desert Thief Stockbridge 

Viking Trail



Training Shots  
Champ De Mars 

Casanova King

Inn A Million 

Talisman 

Al  Aasy

San Andreas

Go Jewel 

Trying Times 

14 June 2022



All under one roof MauritiusHorse.Racing really brings together a cluster of
media platforms which otherwise could be mine field to try source
independently. Content is available to me via hard and soft copy Race Guide
in English with an active website & social media site, as well as a great
collaboration with the YouTube Channel Clocking The Gallop with weekly
Saturday Morning Show dedicated for Mauritius Racing.  

Tell us a little bit more about you, where you are from and what horse
racing background you have, you owned any horses in SA? 

I’m from South Africa originally and moved to Mauritius in 2016. From a
young age I had been introduced to horse racing through a good school
friend who is now the owner of Camargue Stud in the Natal Midlands. I
learned to read the Form Guide from a school going age and followed a bit of
the Natal Racing back then. 

How did you get into horse racing in Mauritius and what made you join
the Maingard Stable and not another stable? 

Myself and my wife were warmly welcomed at the Maingard Stable by all the
owners, grooms, work riders and of course Ricky and Jevin, we are a
passionate and like mined group all coming together every weekend to
defend the stables colours, you can just imagine the comradery between us
all. It’s really a “family” stable atmosphere.

Horse Owner Interview  
TR Mc Crow

Co-Owner at Ricky Maingard 

TR you are our very first
subscriber, tell us how did you

find out about
MauritiusHorse.Racing and

what was your first impression?



How did you get into horse racing in Mauritius and what made you join
the Maingard Stable and not another stable?
 
Myself and my wife were warmly welcomed at the Maingard Stable by all the
owners, grooms, work riders and of course Ricky and Jevin, we are a
passionate and like mined group all coming together every weekend to
defend the stables colours, you can just imagine the comradery between us
all. It’s really a “family” stable atmosphere. Looking back to how we were
introduced and got involved in racing in Mauritius with the Maingard stable, in
2018 a friend and horse owner from Maingard Stable invited me to attend a
race day and in 2019 the same owner kindly offered me a share in Why
Wouldn’t Yew which he owned with Ricky. As you may know WwY was
seriously injured during Gallops and against all odds WwY’s came back from
his injury to win two races that season (Why Wouldn’t Yew is now happily
retired).

You told us you and your wife are the proud co-owners of the excellent
Spry, Xenon, Spring Man and Traveling Man, how did you get involved? 

In 2020 I gifted my wife the last available share in Double Gratitude who was
exclusively co-owned by the Ladies at Maingard Stable, a wonderful initiative
from the Stable to have all the Ladies involved with their own horse. Double is
now retired and all the ladies subsequently took up shares in Spry. Spry being
my first win ever and last weekend Spry achieved his 3rd win in a row. We
also co-own Travelin and Xenon which is my favourite horse, he is knocking at
the door this season. 

Describe your first racing experience at the Champ De Mars?

The Champ De Mars setting is a magical experience, one of a kind from the
time you enter CDM the anticipation looking up at the surrounding with a
backdrop of the mountains guarding the track, the crowds jumping up and
down screaming their favorites across the finish line and getting behind their
favorite stables and Jockeys.  

Who should we be on the look out for this season?

The Maingard Stable has a fantastic string this season and will be defending
the Stable Championship. It’s going to be exciting racing. 



Image 1 (Top)- Bawan Sooful Mauritian Top Jockey and The Jockey Champion of 2021
Image 2 (First Left )- Richard Cadou Best Photos Award 2021

Image 3 - Jockey T.Juglall the brother of the gone too soon jockey N.Juglall (1991-2021) and his
wife holding his trophy. RIP Champion thank you for all the greatnesses.

Image 4 - Gujadhur Assistant  Trainer & Stable Supervisor Celebrating their 3rd win of the day.
Image 5 - Grooms Awards 2021

Through RC7 Lenses | 2nd Meeting | Raceday Shots



Race 1 | Xanthus | M.Teetan | P.MervenRace 1 | Xanthus | M.Teetan | P.Merven  Race 2 | Cartel Boss | B.Sooful | P.MervenRace 2 | Cartel Boss | B.Sooful | P.Merven  

Race 3 | Million Dollar Man | J. De Souza | S.MahadiaRace 3 | Million Dollar Man | J. De Souza | S.Mahadia Race 4 | Citadel | S.Bussunt | GujadhurRace 4 | Citadel | S.Bussunt | Gujadhur  

Race 5 | Thomas Henry | I.Taka | GujadhurRace 5 | Thomas Henry | I.Taka | Gujadhur  Race 6 | Royal Wulff | S.Rama | GujadhurRace 6 | Royal Wulff | S.Rama | Gujadhur  

Race 7 | Spry | R.Joorawon | R.MaingardRace 7 | Spry | R.Joorawon | R.Maingard  Race 8 | Grand Vision | S.Bussunt | GujadhurRace 8 | Grand Vision | S.Bussunt | Gujadhur  

The Final Straight



Moon Jumper: Very good race from
this good looking sort last Saturday.
Found himself at the back in a race
where the pace was really moderate.
He was not the fittest horse of the
race and his beaten margin of 2.35L is
very encouraging for his next outing.
He will definitely rise in condition and
with this race under the belt he will
make his presence felt next time.
 
Anderson: He just confirmed his form
shown at trackwork on Saturday. I
think Anderson is a horse to follow at
all cost in his class this season. I
believe if his jockey could assist him
better in the final straight he could
have won this race. A 1500-1600m will
suit him very well. His trainer must
take advantage of his very good form
and find a suitable race for him. With a
better draw and a longer trip I believe
Anderson will be a hard nut to crack
on his next outing.

Eye of The Tiger 

By Ismael Sheik Mastan 

Man of Property: Another horse
from P Merven Stable who shown
great progress on trackwork and
performed really well in the last
Meeting. With a bad draw in the
gates his jockey had to work him at
the start to find a good position.
Found himself one off with the pace
with no cover and even chase the
leader down the road. It was a kind
of a troublesome run from the
gelding. We thought that he would
be well beaten but the margin at
the end was only 2.7L. Proof that he
is a good horse and we can rely on
him for his future outings and
taking into consideration that he is
better on the mile he must be
followed closely.



We noted some very good workouts for this week end of racing.
Amar Sewdyal’s horses are in excellent shape. We noticed the
great shape of Colour My Fate on his morning spurt. Seems
that his first run has made him better in condition. Absolutist
who was the note of his last race on sprint is much better in
condition. His physical condition and coating is much better and
he is one to watch this week-end. Gang Leader trackwork
alongside Lickerio was not that fast but both horses are in very
good shape. The gold cup winner Frosted Gold can still improve
conditionwise but his work outs has been quite interesting. He is
ready to kick start his 2022 season. Your Pace or Mine is one of
the fittest horse of his stabe. He has many interesting time
factors with many sub 34 on 600m. He finds himself in an
excellent form for his first race. He is to be followed closely.
Courtroom Magic and Stageworld have gone up in condition
after their wins in meeting. They were on toes after their
morning work out this week. Nikhil’s Inn and Lunafacation are
the two horses from Mahadia’s stable who have caught the eye
on the dirt this week. They are in good shape and they must be
followed in their respective races. We also noted the sublime
condition of Mauritius for his first outing of 2022. He seems
more mature and focus. He is definitely the horse to watch this
year. Some interesting work outs we also noted from Trippi’s
Express who changed stable and he finds himself ready for his
new trainer. Alameery from Merven stable is also in good
shape and has been working decently.Beni des Dieux,
Amandla and Dynamite Jack from Rameshwar Gujadhur stable
are on the up and must be followed closely. Also to be followed
this week Emblem of Hope, Coup For Lute, Xenon, Al Aasy
and Candle Cove. Our Eye catchers for this week are:
Absolutist, Your Pace Or Mine, Courtroom Magic and
Mauritius.

Through The
Binoculars



Gilbert: The Mr Fabulous
Ismael Sheik Mastan

The Mauritian racing family lost a champion trainer, a unique horseman
and a great gentleman in Gilbert Rousset who left us this week. The man
who holds the record for the number of wins in Mauritius fought a hard
battle against a long disease. His career took off in 1987 as trainer for Mr
Maigrot Sr. this was a start of a long and successful career. Champion
stable and trainer  nine times, he trained some excellent horses like: Great
Gusto, Mr Fabulous, Bona Fide, Intercontinental, Patrol Officer, Green
Keeper and how not to mentioned the two cracks in Mr Brock and Disa
Leader. Gilbert has won all the classics here and some top jockeys like
Johny Geroudis, Robbie Fradd, Anthony Delpech and Kevin Shea were
always keen to ride for him. Proof of the great trainer and boss he was.
Gilbert Rousset stable will always be in the golden books of Mauritian
Racing and Gilbert himself as one of the best trainer we had when it comes
to horse racing. We at MauritiusHorse.Racing joins in this sad moment to
show our regret and sympathy to his family, friends and his life long
assistant  trainer Soodesh for this precious lost. RIP Gilbert. Thank you Mr
Fabulous.



We Thank and Salute You Sir 
Gilbert Rousset  | 1948 - 2022 
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